CALL FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A LIST OF PROSPECTIVE INDIVIDUAL EXPERTS TO ACT AS ADJUDICATORS FOR DISPUTES ARISING FROM OPERATIONAL CONTRACTS OF FUSION FOR ENERGY.

AREAS OF ACTIVITIES

1- Complex civil construction
2- Construction of nuclear buildings
3- High and medium voltage power supplies
4- Superconducting cables and magnets
5- Pressure vessels for nuclear applications and complex welded structures
6- Components subjected to high thermal loads
7- Remote Handling systems for nuclear environment (incl. mechanics, electronics, SW)
8- Plasma diagnostics
9- Tokamak machine diagnostics
10- Heating & current drive systems
11- Nuclear safety
12- Tritium technology and systems
13- Cryogenic technology & systems
14- Vacuum technologies and systems
15- Nuclear fusion components (breeding blankets, first wall, divertor) design
16- Construction law
17- Engineering contract law